INTRODUCTION
, REVIOUS papers derived integral equations for multiple scattering of waves by configurations of arbitrary scatterers in two t and in three a dimensions. These equations specify the solution of the many-body problem in terms of the presumably known farfield scattering amplitudes (say g) of the scatterers in isolation. Equivalent representations as sets of algebraic equations were derived in terms of the corresponding isolated scattering coefficients (the coefficients of the Fourier, Mathieu, or Legendre series representations of g), and several applications were made. In particular, series forms of the solutions in inverse powers of the separations of scatterers were generated in terms of derivatives of g with respect to angles. These inverse-separation series, convergent in three dimensions and asymptotic in two dimensions, were based essentially on the corresponding inverse-distance (of observation) series for an isolated scatterer in two or three dimensions, or, equivalently, on Hankel's series a for the outgoing radial The radius of the smallest circle circumscribing the scatterer is a.
functions H,r)=H?)(r)
in inverse powers of r. If p=n+«, where n is an integer, then Hankcl's series reduces to e •' times a polynmnial in l/r; however, if p=n, the representation is an asyanptotic series; the corresponding scattering series are convergent in three dimensions and asymptotic in two dimensions. In the present paper, we derive the convergent inverse-separation series for raultiple scattering in two dimensions.
For three-dimensional scattering problems, Smnruerreid • considered the inverse-distance series form for a single scatterer and showed that the coefficients of successive terms could be obtained recursively from the first, i.e., from the usual scattering mnplitudc g. Wilcox s showed that the series was uniformly and absolutely convergent outside the sphere circumscribing the arbitrary scatterer. Twersky • recast the series as a differential operator on g and used the resulting form to treat multiple scattering: for N arbitrary scatterers (such that the spheres circumscribing the scatterers do not intersect), he obtained the multiple-scattering solution and multiple-scattering amplitude (say G) ,as a series in the g's and the separations of the scatterers; for two, he obtained a closed form involving a differential operator for G in terms of g. 
where r0 is to be set equal to zero (the saddle point) after differentiation. The special case corresponding to Eq. 
into ( In the range r>a, Eqs. (7) and (14) 
Thus, Karp • has provided the parallel development for two dimensions of that followed by Sommerfeld • and Wilcox s for three dimensions. We now parallel Twersky's development 2 for the three-dimensional problem and recast u explicitly in terms of 02 and g; i.e., we obtain the convergent analog of Eq. (10). 
II. EXACT OPERATIONAL

2% we thus obtain (2n)•{ (2n) 2--2•[(2n) •--4• '" [(2nF--(2•--2)•} • X[(2n)•--(2v)•M•(--•2n•),
with Mo= 1. Equation (23) reduces the first two sets of R's of Eq. (22) to polynomials in (2n)L For R•.•, we deal with the bracketed quotient of factorials times (n+v)/(n--v) and pair off factors 4(n+m)(n--m+l) ---(2nq-1) 3--(2m--1)3; doubling up, we obtain { [(2n+ 1) 3--l']E(2n+ 1) 3-9•... [-(2n+ 1) 3-(2v -1) 2'] }2 =N,(--[-2n+ 1-]3), (24)
with No= 1. Equation ( 
( -1)-H3• = ttoR,(-E2n-½)q-/'/iRe/( -E2n-] 3) -• D,(r; -i(-1)"H3.+•= ttoRo'(--[2n+ 1-]2)+tt•Ro( --[-2n+ 1-]2) ---Do(r; --[-2n+ 1•). (27) Note the factor of i incorporated in the odd values. The essential feature of the above is that we have reduced H• and H•+• to polynomials in (2n
which is the same form as Eq. (18) 
